Steel Plate Shooting – Orientation
Safety Brief and Introduction
Welcome!
Welcome to Steel Plate Shooting at Miami Rifle & Pistol Club (MRPC). This event is open to
members and non-members alike and is well suited to shooters new to competition shooting as well as
experienced shooters looking maintain and hone their skills. Entry fee is a low $5 per
firearm/scorecard and cash prizes are awarded by Lewis Class. You can shoot multiple classes in one
match. Holsters are not required but can be used.

New Shooters
If you’re a new shooter, or new to competition, please identify yourself to a match director, range
officer, and other shooters. They will help you or direct you to someone who can give advice. The
introduction below the safety brief will help you to avoid feeling overwhelmed with new information
on your first match.

Safety
Treat All Firearms as if they are Loaded
 Firearms may only be handled at the Firing Line at Range Officer direction OR at the Safe Gun
Handling Area at the Western corner of the pits, North of the concrete wall.
 MRPC operates as a “cold range.” That is, no firearms are to be loaded until they are brought to
a firing line. If you have brought your CCW pistol with you, please unload it and leave it in
your vehicle.
 Ammunition can be handled anywhere except in the Safe Gun Handling Area
Keep Your Finger Off the Trigger (and Out of the Trigger Guard) Until You are Ready to Fire
 You are not “ready to fire” until the buzzer/beep from the shot timer
 You are also not “ready to fire” during magazine changes. Most of our magazine changes don’t
happen at slide lock / empty so there will usually still be a round in the chamber. ROs have
seen this chambered round be inadvertently fired during the magazine change due to the
shooter’s finger remaining on the trigger.
Keep Firearms Pointed in a Safe Direction
 180 Rule – Simply picture an imaginary wall extending from the center of your body upwards
and outwards. If a laser projected from muzzle of your firearm breaks this wall it’s a potentially
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disqualifying violation. The most common 180 violations are in administrative handling,
specifically when loading and unloading while working the slide on a pistol.

Introduction
Roles




Range Officer (RO) – Operates the shot timer and gives range commands to the shooter. RO
will call out the time after a shot string as well as any Misses or Procedural errors. The RO
usually stands to the shooters right side slightly behind them (3:30 to 5:30 position). The RO is
primarily responsible for observing the shooter and ensuring the safe handling of firearms.
Scorekeeper – Records the time and any errors called out by the RO. The scorekeeper can also
assist the RO in looking for these errors as well. The scorekeeper will call out the name of the
next shooter as being “on deck” and the shooter after next as “in the hole.” These calls help
keep the match moving so no one is taken by surprise when it’s their turn to shoot. The
scorekeeper will usually be positioned to the shooter’s left-rear side (8:00 to 7:00 position).

Firearm Classes











Stock Auto – Any factory-stock centerfire semi-auto pistol (mag-wells & trigger jobs are
permitted)
Unlimited Auto – Centerfire pistol with external enhancements (optical sight,
compensator/brake, etc.)
Rimfire Pistol – Any 22LR pistol (optical sights and compensators are allowed)
Rimfire Revolver – Any 22LR revolver (optical sights and compensators are allowed). If using
a single-action revolver, at least two revolvers must be used.
Rimfire Rifle – Any 22LR rifle (optical sights and compensators are allowed)
Revolver – Any centerfire double-action revolver (optical sights and compensators are allowed)
Single-Action Revolver – Any centerfire single-action revolver, but at least two revolvers must
be used
Pistol Caliber Carbine (PCC) – Any pistol caliber semi-auto rifle. Your PCC must be a rifle
either by barrel length or SBR papers. Braced pistols are not permitted.
1911 – Any single-stack, centerfire 1911 in any caliber.
Garbage – This class is essentially a catch-all for any firearm that is being shot which is a
duplicate of another class being shot by the same competitor. For example, Michelle brings a
Glock 19 and a Smith & Wesson M&P9 Compact to see which she shoots better. Since both of
these pistols are Stock Auto class the 2nd one shot will be entered as Garbage. Only one class
entry per competitor can be made to prevent someone from making multiple entries in hopes of
attaining a better score. Garbage class must be shot after the duplicate, “standard” class.
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Stage Layout Familiarization







Shooter’s Table – This table is
placed in front of the shooter and
will be the surface upon which they
will remove their firearm from the
bag or case it’s brought in. It’s also
the table the muzzle must be
touching at the start of a string
when shooting “off the bench.”
Magazines for reloads are placed
on this table if the shooter does not
have a mag pouch. When shooters
are shooting from a holster this
table will be moved out of the way
before the start of the string.
Support Table – This table is
placed to the shooter’s left. It will
often have the stage instructions on
it. The shooter can also use this to
stage additional magazines or leave
their pistol bag without having to place it on the ground.
Shooter’s Box – The 3 ft x 3 ft wooden frame on the ground is the box where the shooter
stands. The shooter must keep their feet inside or on this frame during their firing strings.
Carpet – On stages requiring a reload, a carpet is placed on the ground and acts as a cushion for
dropping magazines to prevent them from taking too much damage when falling partially
loaded (otherwise they’ll be striking gravel which is significantly more harsh). This comes into
play when using a holster since the Shooter’s Table is moved away and not available to catch
ejected magazines.

Range Grounds






Safety / Maintenance Table – In the West corner behind Pit 6 you’ll find a table for field
repairs and safety checks. The table faces away from the pits towards a wooded hillside and
allows a shooter to disassemble their firearms in the event of parts breakage. Ammunition must
not be brought to this table.
Restroom – In the Southeast corner there is a port-a-potty for your biological needs.
Sign-In Booth – Behind the Bullseye stations the sign-in booth is where you’ll fill out the signin sheet, pay your match fee, and get your match card.
Equipment Shed – The steel targets and stands are stored here. If you are able to help set up
and/or take down this is where you’ll place the equipment.
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Signing In
Upon arrival, you’ll find a small booth behind the covered shooting stations for the bullseye range.
There you will find the sign-in sheet and cards. Fill out both and make sure your name is written
legibly and your firearm class is indicated clearly. Not all classes are printed on the card so please
write it in if it’s not listed. If you will be shooting from a holster please write “HOLSTER” somewhere
on the card.

Shooting the Stage
1. Present your scorecard to the Scorekeeper or place it on the bottom of the stack of cards
2. When the Scorekeeper calls your name for “on deck/next” or “in the hole,” verify you’ve
prepared your magazines/speedloaders and are ready to shoot.
3. Upon entering the Shooter’s Box the RO will command you to present your unloaded firearm.
Bring your pistol/rifle bag/case on to the Shooter’s Table with the muzzle pointed down range.
Open the bag to confirm muzzle direction. If it’s pointed towards you or violates the 180 rule,
turn the bag/case around as needed before touching it. Bring the firearm out of its case pointed
downrange and open the action to show the RO the empty chamber(s).
4. The RO will ask you if you understand the course of fire (the sequence the targets are to be
shot). If you do not, don’t guess. Ask the RO to go over it with you so you don’t earn a
Procedural error.
5. The RO will offer you the opportunity to take an unloaded sight picture. This is your
opportunity to do a quick dry practice of the course of fire.
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6. The RO will command you to “load and make ready.” At this time, you may load your firearm
to prepare for the string of fire. If shooting off the bench, position the firearm at with the
muzzle end of the firearm touching the Shooter’s Table. If shooting from the holster, engage
the safety or decock the hammer, holster the pistol, and move the Shooter’s Table so it doesn’t
interfere with your draw.
7. The RO will say, “shooter ready.” If you are not yet ready to fire, say “no.” If you say nothing
you are assumed to be ready.
8. The RO will say, “standby.” Shortly after the standby call the timer beep/buzzer will sound
which will be your “green light” to start shooting targets.
9. At the end of the string the RO will call out the time and any misses or procedural errors.
“Clean” is a way of communicating there are no misses or errors.
10. The sequence will repeat again from Step 7 through 9 until the stage has had the requisite
number of strings shot. Between strings the shooter can change magazines (or reload the
cylinder of a revolver) to ensure an adequate supply of ammunition for the next string. Stages
not requiring a reload will usually be run for 3 strings and reload stages for 2 strings.

Finishing the Stage
1. After your last string is fired the RO will command, “unload and show clear.”
2. At this command, you will eject your magazine and open the slide or cylinder and show empty
chambers to the RO.
3. When the RO is satisfied your firearm is clear they will call, “clear.”
4. At this point, the shooter should place the firearm on the Shooter’s Table and retrieve their bag/
case. Allow the RO to pick up dropped unfired rounds, magazines, speedloaders, and
moonclips.
5. Place the firearm in the bag/case while keeping the muzzle downrange and respecting the 180
Rule. If you are shooting a PCC, Rimfire Pistol, or Rimfire Rifle you will also reinstall your
empty chamber indicator at this time.
6. Close your bag/case and step out of the Shooter’s Box.
7. Now is the perfect time to top off magazines, refill speedloaders, or reload moonclips as
necessary to be ready for the next stage.

Errors & Penalties


Miss – 3 seconds – A miss is not simply the failure of a round to hit a target. It is the failure to
hit a target before the end of the string. If there are 3 targets and it takes you 5 rounds to hit all
of them, there are no misses because every target was struck. If there are 8 targets and you only
hit 7 of them, there would be 1 miss regardless of the amount of shots taken. In some instances
you may run out of ammo before you can hit the last target. Taking the 3 second miss penalty
may be better for your score than making a reload and then trying to hit the target.
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Procedural – 10 seconds – A Procedural
error occurs when the shooter engages the
targets out of sequence or in some way
doesn’t follow the course of fire. Consider
the targets to the right. If the stage
instructions were to “shoot the targets leftto-right, reload, then shoot them again leftto-right” and the shooter shot the targets
right-to-left after the reload, they will have earned a Procedural error. Likewise, if the shooter
completely forgot to reload they will also earn a Procedural. Understanding the course of fire is
very important!

Scoring
Your score is the time elapsed from the buzzer until the last shot you make. The times from all your
strings will be added along with any misses or penalties for your final score.

Necessary Items to Bring






Firearm(s)
Ammo (at least double the round count)
Magazines or Speedloaders (at least 4 but more is always better)
Eye and Ear Protection
Empty Chamber Indicator (chamber flag) for Rimfire Rifles, Rimfire Pistols, and PCCs

Additional/Optional Items to Bring




Brimmed hat (some bullet fragments from strikes on steel will fly upwards and occasionally
land on your head. Without a hat, they could fall between your safety glasses and eyes)
Magazine pouch
Holster

Tips and Tidbits




The covered Bullseye stations have a waist high table that is perfect for loading magazines
when you arrive.
If shooting a hammer-fired or manual safety-equipped pistol from the bench, the gun can be left
cocked in Single-Action with the safety disengaged.
If shooting a hammer-fired pistol from a holster, the safety (if equipped) must be engaged OR
the hammer decocked to Double-Action.
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Stock Auto really does mean any centerfire semi-auto without optics or compensator. That
means a Smith & Wesson ShieldEZ 380ACP or a Beretta 81 32ACP qualify just the same as a
Glock 17 9mm.
If you don’t already have an Empty Chamber Indicator for your rifle, you can find a brightly
colored zip/cable tie and use that. It doesn’t have to be anything fancy.
If you are shooting from the holster and something is dropped during a stage, allow the RO to
pick it up for you. Bending over from the hips will cause you to break the 180 rule.
Reloads
◦ Directed – This type of reload has to happen at a particular time in the stage and is specified
in the stage instructions
◦ Shooter’s Choice – This reload can happen anytime in a stage after the first round fired and
before the last.
The nominal distance targets are placed from the shooter is 10 yards
(30 feet) but may be as much as 15 yards (45 feet). Targets range in
size from ~5 inch diameter circles to 18x24 inch rectangles. Common
targets are 12 inch circular plates (12 inch circle at 10 yards is similar
in perceived size as an 8 inch paper plate at 7 yards) and 10x14 inch
rectangles. The image to the right shows most of the targets within the
inventory. All numbers are in inches and the shapes are to scale
relative to each other. The popper is 28 inches from top to bottom and
8 inches at the widest point.
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